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In this paper we derive a hierarchy of integral equations from the 4PI effective action which have
the form of Bethe-Salpeter equations. We show that, together with the equation of motion for the
self-consistent 4-vertex, these integral equations are closed, and that their expansions give infinite
series of connected diagrams which have the correct symmetry.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The n-particle irreducible (nPI) effective action formalism is a promising approach to study non-
perturbative problems [1, 2]. The nPI formalism has been used to study finite temperature systems
(see for example [3, 4]), non-equilibrium dynamics (see [5] and references therein), and transport
coefficients [6–9]. The 4PI theory in particular has been used to obtain the integral equations that
correspond to the next-to-leading order contribution to the shear viscosity in scalar φ4 theory [9].
Gauge invariance of the nPI formalism was studied in [11, 12], and techniques to derive higher order
effective actions were developed in [13, 14].
To date, very few numerical calculations have been done beyond the level of the 2PI effective theory.
Calculations have been done in 3-dimensions for scalar theories using the 4PI effective action [15],
and QCD using the 3PI effective action [16], but no work has been done in 4-dimensions. One of
the problems is that it is not known how to renormalize the nPI effective action for n > 2 in four
dimensions.
The proof of renormalizability of the 2PI effective action in 4-dimensions relies on a non-
perturbative 4-vertex which can be obtained from the 2PI effective action using a kind of Bethe-
Salpeter (BS) equation [17–20]. One re-organizes the equation for the 2-point function by expanding
around the known asymptotic solution and writing the divergent piece as an infinite resummation
of divergences, and corresponding counter-terms. One can show that the BS equation has exactly
the right structure to provide the needed counter-terms.
Reneormalization is more complicated when self-consistent vertices are involved. Higher order
BS equations may provide a way to re-organize the integral equations for these vertices so that
they can be renormalized. BS type integral equations can be obtained from the Schwinger-Dyson
equations [21]. In this paper, we look at the BS equations obtained from the 4PI effective action for
the symmetric scalar φ4 theory. Two of these BS equations have been obtained previously, and it
has been demonstrated that they have the same structure as the exact renormalization group flow
equations, truncated at the level of the second equation [22]. In this paper we calculate a complete
and closed set of coupled BS equations for the symmetric φ4 4PI effective theory, and show that
they have the correct symmetry.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II we define our notation. In section III we give a brief
review of the nPI effective action. In section IV we review the derivation of the BS equation for the
4-point vertex from the 2PI effective action. In section V we describe the structure of the calculation
of higher order BS equations and in section VI we give the results. Our calculations were done using a
Mathematica program which can be used generally to manipulate integral equations. The program
is available on the web at http://people.brandonu.ca/fuglebergt/files/2012/06/toRun-SH.nb and is
2described in section VII. In section VIII we present our conclusions. Some details are given in the
appendix.
II. NOTATION
We work with a scalar field theory with quartic coupling and consider only the symmetric case
where the expectation value of the field is zero. We define all propagators and vertices with factors
of i so that figures look as simple as possible: lines, and intersections of lines, correspond directly to
propagators and vertices, with no additional factors of plus or minus i. The classical action is1
S[ϕ] =
∫
ddx
(
1
2
∂µϕ(x)∂
µϕ(x)−
m2
2
ϕ(x)2 −
i
4!
λϕ(x)4
)
, (1)
and the bare propagator is defined:
G−10 (x, y) = −i
δ2S[ϕ]
δϕ(x)δϕ(y)
. (2)
We use a compactified notation in which the space-time coordinates are represented by a single
numerical subscript. For example, the propagator in equation (2) is written Gij := G(xi, xj). We
also use an Einstein convention in which a repeated index implies an integration over space-time
variables. Using this notation we define the generating functionals:
Z[J ] =
∫
dϕ Exp[i(S + Jiϕi)] ,
W [J ] = −iLnZ[J ] ,
Γ[φ] = W [J ]− Ji
δW
δJi
. (3)
The functional W [J ] is the generator of connected functions which are defined:
V c123···k = 〈ϕx1ϕx2ϕx3 . . . ϕxk〉c = −(−i)
k+1 δ
kW
δJxk . . . δJx3δJx2δJx1
. (4)
The functional Γ[φ] generates 1-line irreducible, or proper, n-point functions. Using the notation
Γ = −iΦ they are defined:
V123···k =
δkΦ[φ]
δφxk . . . δφx3δφx2δφx1
. (5)
1 The coupling constant λ is imaginary. Using this definition the lines and crosses in Feynman diagrams are propagators and proper
vertex functions, as defined in equation (5), and diagrams do not carry signs or extra factors of i.
3III. THE nPI EFFECTIVE ACTION
The nPI effective action is obtained by taking the nth Legendre transform of the generating
functional which is constructed by coupling the field to n source terms. Renaming J = R(1) we have
Z[R(1),R(2),R(3),R(4), . . . ] =
∫
dϕ Exp[iX ] , (6)
X = Scl[ϕ] +R
(1)
i ϕi +
1
2
R
(2)
ij ϕiϕj +
1
3!
R
(3)
ijkϕiϕjϕk +
1
4!
R
(4)
ijklϕiϕjϕkϕl + · · · ,
W [R(1),R(2),R(3),R(4), . . . ] = −iLnZ[R(1),R(2),R(3),R(4), . . . ] ,
Γ[φ,G, U, V . . . ] = W −R
(1)
i
δW
δR
(1)
i
−R
(2)
ij
δW
δR
(2)
ij
−R
(3)
ijk
δW
δR
(3)
ijk
−R
(4)
ijkl
δW
δR
(4)
ijkl
− · · ·
We consider only the symmetric theory, for which expectation values of an odd number of field
operators are zero. For future use we give below explicit expressions for the expectation values of
products of field operators. Equation (7) also illustrates some of the short-hand notation we will
use throughout this paper. Numerical factors in brackets indicate the number of permutations of
external legs, only one of which is written explicitly. For example, in the second line of the equation
we have written (3)GijGkl := GijGkl + GikGjl + GilGjk. We sometimes suppress space-time indices
completely.
〈ϕiϕj〉 = Gij + φiφj , (7)
〈ϕiϕjϕkϕl〉 = Gii′Gjj′Gkk′Gll′Vi′j′k′l′ + (3)GijGjk ,
→ 〈ϕ4〉 = G4V + (3)G2 ,
〈ϕaϕbϕcϕdϕeϕf〉 = (15)GafGbeGcd + (15)Vz1z2z3z4Gaz1Gbz2Gcz3Gdz4Gef
+ (10)Vw1w2w3w4Vz1z2z3z4Gaz1Gbw1Gcw2Gdw3Gez2Gfz3Gw4z4
+ V 6z1,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6Gaz1Gbz2Gcz3Gdz4Gez5Gfz6 ,
→ 〈ϕ6〉 = (15)G3 + (15)G5V + (10)G7V 2 +G6V6 ,
〈ϕ8〉 = (280)G10V 3 + (56)G9V V6 + 315G
8V 2 +G8V8 + (28)G
7V6 + (210)G
6V + (105)G4 .
The nPI effective action is obtained from the last line of Eq. (6). We define Φ = iΓ andR(n) = iR(n)
and write the result:
Φ[φ,G, U, V . . . ]= iW −
1
2
R
(2)
ij 〈ϕiϕj〉 −
1
4!
R
(4)
ijkl〈ϕiϕjϕkϕl〉 . . . (8)
= iScl −
1
2
Tr LnG−1 −
1
2
Tr
[(
G0
)−1
G
]
+ Φ2[G, V . . . ] + const .
The term Φ2[G, V . . . ] contains all contributions to the effective action which have two or more loops.
For example, for the 5-Loop 4PI effective action [9, 23, 24] in the symmetric theory Φ2 is shown in
figure 1.2
2 All figures are drawn using jaxodraw [10].
4FIG. 1. The functional Φ2 for the 5-Loop 4PI effective action. Bare vertices are denoted by open circles and effective vertices
are solid dots.
The self consistent propagator and vertex are obtained through the variational principle by solving
the equations produced by taking the functional derivative of the effective action and setting the
result to zero. For the 4PI effective theory this gives3
−
δΦ
δGxy
= −G−1xy + (G
−1
0 )xy − Σxy = 0 , Σxy = 2
δΦ2
δGxy
, (9)
4!G−1xx′G
−1
xx′G
−1
xx′
δΦ
δVx′y′w′z′
= −Vxywz + λδxyδxwδxz + 4!G
−1
xx′G
−1
yy′G
−1
ww′G
−1
zz′
δΦˆ2
δVx′y′w′z′
= 0 . (10)
The term −G−1xy comes from the 1-loop terms in the effective action and is moved to the other side of
the equation to produce the usual form of the Dyson equation. In equation (10) the term −Vxywz is
produced by the basketball (BBALL) diagram in figure 1 and is moved to the other side to produce
the equation of motion shown in figure 2. The second term on the right side comes from the BBALL0
diagram. We use the notation Φˆ2 to indicate that the contributions from the BBALL and BBALL0
terms have been removed.
= + (3)12 − (3)
1
4
FIG. 2. Equation of motion for the 4-point function from the 5-Loop 4PI effective action (different permutations of external
indices are indicated with a bracketed numerical factor).
IV. BETHE-SALPETER EQUATION FROM THE 2PI EFFECTIVE ACTION
It is well known that the 2PI effective action can be used to obtain a 4-point vertex called the
Bethe-Salpeter vertex [17]. In this section we review the derivation of this equation. We calculate
the functional derivative of the effective action with respect to the 2-point function Gkl and the
source Rij . We do the calculation in two different ways and equate the results. First, we use the
first line in equation (8) with the expectation values obtained from equation (7). Differentiating we
obtain:
δ
δRij
δ
δGkl
Φ = −
1
4
(
δikδjl + δilδjk
)
. (11)
Using the second line of equation (8) we obtain:
δ
δRij
δ
δGkl
Φ =
δGxy
δRij
δ2Φ
δGxyδGkl
, (12)
3 The minus sign on the left side of the first equation comes from the fact that the effective action is defined as a functional of the
propagator instead of the inverse propagator.
5and we write:
4
δ2Φ
δGxyδGkl
= 4
δ2(Φ− Φ2)
δGxyδGkl
+ 4
δ2Φ2
δGxyδGkl
,
= −(G−1xkG
−1
yl +G
−1
xl G
−1
yk ) + Λxykl . (13)
The inverse propagators in the first term come from the 1-loop terms in the effective action. The
second term Λxykl contains all contributions from Φ2 and has the form of a connected 4-point kernel.
The last step is to calculate the derivative of the propagator with respect to the source R. We
have:
δGxy
δRij
=
δ
δRij
〈ϕxϕy〉 ,
=
1
2
(
〈ϕxϕyϕiϕj〉 − 〈ϕxϕy〉〈ϕiϕj〉
)
,
=
1
2
(
GiaGjbGxcGydMabcd +GixGjy +GiyGjx
)
. (14)
We will see that the 4-point function Mabcd is symmetric with respect to interchange of the first
two indices, or the third and fourth indices, or the first set (a, b) and the second set (c, d), but not
symmetric with respect to other permutations. For example: Mabcd = Mbacd = Mdcba 6= Macbd. We
use the symbol M to denote this vertex, to distinguish it from the self consistent 4-vertex V which
is symmetric with respect to all permutations of indices.
We substitute equations (13) and (14) into (12) and set the result equal to the expression obtained
in (11). In the next section we discuss higher order BS equations which have a much more complicated
structure. In order to understand these more complicated calculations, it is useful to look at the
substitution described above schematically by suppressing all indices. We obtain:
−
1
2
δ2=
1
2
(2G2 +G4M)
1
4
(−2G−2 + Λ) , (15)
= −
1
2
δ2 −
1
4
G2M +
1
4
G2Λ +
1
8
G2MG2Λ .
Multiplying on the left by 4G−2 we obtain the structure of a BS equation:
M = Λ +
1
2
MG2Λ . (16)
For the simple example of the 2PI effective action, it is easy to do the calculation (without suppressing
indices). The result of performing the substitutions is
0 =
1
4
GixGjy
(
−Mxykl + Λxykl +
1
2
MxyabGacGbdΛcdkl
)
. (17)
Truncating the external legs we obtain the standard form of the BS equation:
Mxykl = Λxykl +
1
2
MxyabGacGbdΛcdkl . (18)
Equation (18) is shown diagrammatically in figure 3. Throughout this paper we use circles to denote
kernels and boxes are vertices obtained by solving BS integral equations.
6+12=
FIG. 3. Diagrammatic representation of the BS equation in equation (18). Boxes represent the vertex M and circles are the
kernel Λ.
The kernel Λ defined in (13) contains a series of diagrams which represent 2↔ 2 amplitudes in t-
and u-channels. The vertexM determined by the BS integral equation gives an infinite resummation
of these kernels in the s-channel.
V. HIGHER ORDER BS EQUATIONS
In the previous section we showed how to obtain a 4-point vertex which is symmetric with respect
to either pair of indices by taking functional derivatives of the 2PI effective action with respect to G
and R(2). In this section we look at functional derivatives of the 4PI effective action with respect to
G, V , R(2) and R(4). We will show that these derivatives produce a set of coupled higher order BS
equations that is closed (together with the equation of motion for the self-consistent 4-point vertex).
A. Preliminaries
We list below the derivatives we consider, and our name for the vertex they produce.
δ
δR
(2)
ab
δ
δGcd
Φ → Mabcd (M22) , (19)
δ
δR
(2)
ef
δ
δVabcd
Φ → Mef ;abcd (M24) ,
δ
δR
(4)
abcd
δ
δGef
Φ → Mabcd;ef (M42) ,
δ
δR
(4)
abcd
δ
δVefgh
Φ → Mabcdefgh (M44) .
Each of these vertices is symmetric with respect to the legs that came from the same derivative.
The vertex M22 is the 4PI analogue of the vertex obtained in the previous section (in order to avoid
unnecessary indices, we don’t introduce additional subscripts to distinguish the 2PI and 4PI effective
actions and the propagators and vertices obtained from them). When we suppress indices, we use
a numerical subscript to distinguish the vertices. The vertices M24 and M42 have six legs, and the
indices that correspond to the symmetric sets of legs are separated by a semi-colon. For M22 and
M44 (the vertex with eight legs) the semi-colon is not necessary, because it always comes in the
middle of the set of indices.
The equations that produce the BS equations for M22, M24, M42 and M44 are:
M22 :
δ2Φ
δRabδGcd
=
δGxy
δRab
δ2Φ
δGxyδGcd
+
δVxywz
δRab
δ2Φ
δVxywzδGcd
, (20)
M24 :
δ2Φ
δRefδVabcd
=
δGxy
δRef
δ2Φ
δGxyδVabcd
+
δVxywz
δRef
δ2Φ
δVxywzδVabcd
, (21)
7M42 :
δ2Φ
δRabcdδGef
=
δGxy
δRabcd
δ2Φ
δGxyδGef
+
δVxywz
δRabcd
δ2Φ
δVxywzδGef
, (22)
M44 :
δ2Φ
δRabcdδVefgh
=
δGxy
δRabcd
δ2Φ
δGxyδVefgh
+
δVxywz
δRabcd
δ2Φ
δVxywzδVefgh
. (23)
First we calculate the derivatives directly from the inverse transform. These results will be set
equal to the result we obtain from the right side of equations (20)-(23), and therefore we refer to
them as the left sides of each equation. We obtain (see equation (11)):
2 · 2 · lhs22abcd = −
(
δacδbd + δadδbc
)
, (24)
lhs24ef ;abcd = 0 ,
2 · 4! · lhs42abcd;ef = −(8)Gaz3Gbz2Gcz1Vez1z2z3δdf − (12)Gabδcfδde ,
4! · 4! · lhs44abcdefgh = −(24)GahGbgGcfGde .
It is frequently convenient to work with ‘amputated functional derivatives,’ in which the legs left
behind by a functional derivative with respect to a 4-vertex or source are truncated. We define an
amputated functional derivative:
δ
δXijk...
= G−1ii′ G
−1
jj′G
−1
kk′ . . .
δ
δXi′j′k′...
. (25)
B. Kernel notation
We introduce some notation for the various kernels that we will encounter.
Λabcd = 2 · 2
δ
δGab
δ
δGcd
Φ , (26)
Λabcd;ef = 2 · 4!
δ
δVabcd
δ
δGef
Φ ,
Λef ;abcd = 2 · 4!
δ
δGef
δ
δVabcd
Φ ,
Λabcdefgh = 4! · 4!
δ
δVabcd
δ
δVefgh
Φ .
The derivative δ/δV is defined with four inverse propagators that truncate the legs that are left
behind by the functional derivative with respect to V so that we obtain an amputated kernel.
A BS equation should contain only connected pieces, and it must have an inhomogeneous term
which is just the bare kernel. For the 2PI 4-point function discussed in section IV, one obtains the
form in equation (18) by extracting the disconnected part of the kernel Λabcd which is produced by
the 1-loop effective action. Using equation (26) the kernel in (13) is written
Λabcd = −(G
−1
ac G
−1
bd +G
−1
adG
−1
bc ) + Λabcd , (27)
where Λ comes from the functional derivatives with respect to G acting on the part of the effective
action with two and more loops. The kernels Λabcd;ef , Λef ;abcd and Λabcdefgh do not receive con-
tributions from the 1-loop part of the effective action, and the structure of the corresponding BS
8equations is different. This is discussed in detail in the following sections. For the moment, we make
the definitions:
Λabcd;ef= Λabcd;ef , Λef ;abcd = Λef ;abcd , (28)
Λabcdefgh= 4! · 4!
(
δ2Φbball
δVabcdδVefgh
+
δ2(Φ− Φbball)
δVabcdδVefgh
)
= −(24)G−1ae G
−1
bf G
−1
cg G
−1
dh + Λabcdefgh .
When suppressing indices we use the notation: Λabcd = Λ22, Λef ;abcd = Λ24, Λabcd;ef = Λ42 and
Λabcdefgh = Λ44.
We give below the results for the kernels obtained from the 5-Loop 4PI effective action.
The kernel Λabcd is:
Λabcd = V
0
abcd + (4)
1
2
Gz2z3Gz1z4V
0
adz2z4
Vbcz1z3 − (2)
1
2
Gz2z3Gz1z4Vadz2z4Vbcz1z3 (29)
+(4)
1
2
Gz3z4Gz1z5Gz2z6Gz7z8Vaz4z6z8Vcz1z2z3Vbdz5z7 + (2)
1
4
Gz4z5Gz1z6Gz2z7Gz3z8Vz1z2z4z8Vadz5z7Vbcz3z6
−(2)
1
4
Gz3z5Gz2z7Gz4z8Gz9z10Gz6z11Gz1z12Vaz5z8z12Vbz3z7z11Vcz2z6z9Vdz1z4z10
−(4)
1
4
Gz3z5Gz2z6Gz4z8Gz9z10Gz7z11Gz1z12Vz1z4z7z10Vaz5z8z12Vcz2z9z11Vbdz3z6
−(2)
1
8
Gz2z4Gz3z6Gz7z9Gz8z10Gz5z11Gz1z12Vz1z3z5z9Vz4z6z10z12Vadz2z8Vbcz7z11 .
The first line is from the EIGHT+BBALL0+BBALL graphs, the second line is from LOOPY, and
the third, fourth and fifth lines are from LOOPY5.
It is not obvious that the two 6-point kernels are symmetric partners of each other. In fact, the
kernel obtained by differentiating with respect to G first and V second contains additional terms
relative to the one obtained by taking the derivatives in the opposite order, but one can show that
all of these terms cancel using the equation of motion for the self-consistent vertex. The result is:
Λabcd;ef= (8)G
−1
ae V
0
bcdf − (8)G
−1
ae Vbcdf (30)
+(24)
1
2
G−1ae Vbfz1z2Gz1z3Gz2z4Vz3z4cd + (6)Vabez1Gz1z2Vz2cdf
−(24)
1
4
G−1ae Vbfz1z2Gz1z3Gz2z4Vz3z4z5z6Gz5z′5Gz6z′6Vz5z6cd
−(12)
1
2
Vabz1z2Gz1z3Gz2z4Vz3z4z5eGz5z6Vcdz6f ,
where the terms in the first, second and third lines are, respectively, from the (BBALL0+BBALL),
LOOPY, LOOPY5 diagrams in the effective action. It is easy to see that the disconnected pieces (the
terms that contain inverse propagators) cancel using the equation of motion for the self-consistent
vertex (see figure 2). The kernel Λef ;abcd has no contributions from the BBALL0 and BBALL dia-
grams, and no disconnected pieces from the LOOPY and LOOPY5 diagrams, and the diagrams that
are obtained are the symmetric partners of the surviving terms in equation 30.
The kernel Λabcdefgh contains disconnected terms. We give the result below and discuss later the
role of the disconnected terms.
Λabcdefgh= (72)VabefG
−1
ch G
−1
dg −
1
2
(72)Gz2z3Gz1z4Vabz3z4Vefz1z2G
−1
chG
−1
dg − (18)VadghVbcef . (31)
The first term comes from the LOOPY diagram and the second and third are both from LOOPY5
(the contribution from BBALL was already extracted in equation (28)).
9Equations (29), (30) and (31) are shown in figures 4, 5 and 6.
+(4)1
4= −(2)
1
4
+(4)1
2
+(2)14 −(2)
1
4 −(4)
1
4 −(2)
1
8
FIG. 4. The 4-point kernel from the 5-loop 4PI effective action.
= (6) −(12)12
FIG. 5. The 6-point kernel from the 5-loop 4PI effective action.
= (72) − (18) − (72)12
(−1)
(−1)
(−1)
(−1)
FIG. 6. The 8-point kernel from the 5-loop 4PI effective action. The lines with superscript (-1) represent inverse propagators
that connect indices on either side of the vertex.
C. Source Derivatives
In this section we calculate the four amputated derivatives δGxy/δRab, δVxywz/δRab, δGxy/δRabcd
and δVxywz/δRabcd. The calculation is tedious but straightforward. The derivative
δGxy
δRab
was calculated
in section IV and the corresponding amputated derivative is easily obtained from equation (14) as
2
δGxy
δRab
= δxaδyb + δxbδyc +GxiGyjMijab . (32)
The method to calculate δGxy
δRabcd
is exactly analogous. The result contains three kinds of terms, two
of which produce disconnected and 1PR contributions to the BS equation, and one which does not.
We group these three kinds of terms separately, and in the next section we will show that the first
10
two cancel in BS equations and only the term marked ‘surv’ survives.
4!
δGxy
δRabcd
= (GdR4)surv + (GdR4)1PR + (GdR4)disco , (33)
(GdR4)surv = M˜abcd;z1z2Gz1xGz2y ,
(GdR4)1PR = (4)Maz1z2z3Gz3z4Vz4bcdGz1xGz2y + (8)δayGxz1Vz1bcd = 2(4)
δGxy
δRaz1
Gz1z2Vz2bcd ,
G4(GdR4)disco = 2(6)Gcd
δGxy
δRab
.
The result on the right side of the last line is for the non-amputated derivative, which is indicated
by the factor G4 on the left side. The vertex M˜abcd;z1z2 contains the t- and u-channel tree graphs and
is defined as:
M˜abcd;ef= Mabcd;ef +Gz3z4Vabez4Vcdfz3 +Gz3z4Vadez4Vbcfz3 +Gz3z4Vacfz3Vbdez4 +Gz3z4Vabfz4Vcdez3
+Gz3z4Vadfz4Vbcez3 +Gz3z4Vacez3Vbdfz4 ,
= Mabcd;ef + (6)Gz1z2Vadfz2Vbcez1 .
It is symmetric with respect to the first four indices and the second two indices, and is shown in
figure 7.
The derivatives of the proper vertex functions are slightly harder to calculate. We give some details
for the calculation of δV/δR(2) in Appendix A. The result is:
2
δVxyzw
δRab
=Mab;xyzw + (6)Gz3z4Vaxyz3Vbzwz4 = M˜ab;xyzw , (34)
where M˜ab;xyzw is the symmetric partner of M˜xyzw;ab.
The calculation of δV/δR(4) is the most difficult and we give only the result. Again, we divide it
into three pieces (the result on the right side of the last line is for the non-amputated derivative as
indicated by the factor G4 on the left side). The result is:
4!
δVxyzw
δRabcd
= (V dR4)surv + (V dR4)1PR + (V dR4)disco , (35)
(V dR4)surv = M˜abcdxyzw + (24)G
−1
axG
−1
by G
−1
cz G
−1
dw + (72)G
−1
axG
−1
by Vcdzw + (18)VabxyVcdzw + (16)G
−1
ax Vˆbcd;yzw ,
(V dR4)1PR = (4)M˜xyzw;dz2Gz2z1Vz1abc = 2(4)
δVxyzw
δRdz2
Gz2z1Vz1abc ,
G4(GdR4)disco = 2(6)Gcd
δVxyzw
δRab
,
where we have defined:
M˜abcdefgh=Mabcdefgh + (144)Gz1z2Gz3z4Vahz2z3Vbfgz4Vcdez1 + (36)Gz1z2Gz3z4Vefz2z3Vadhz4Vbcgz1 (36)
+(36)Gz1z2Gz3z4Vcdz2z3Vaghz4Vbefz1 ,
Vˆabc;def= Gz3z4Vabdz4Vcefz3 +Gz3z4Vabez4Vcdfz3 +Gz3z4Vadez4Vbcfz3 +Gz3z4Vacfz3Vbdez4
+Gz3z4Vabfz4Vcdez3 +Gz3z4Vadfz4Vbcez3 +Gz3z4Vacez3Vbdfz4 +Gz3z4Vaefz4Vbcdz3 +Gz3z4Vacdz3Vbefz4
= (6)Gz1z2Vadfz2Vbcez1 + (3)Gz1z2Vaefz2Vbcdz1 .
The vertex M˜abcdefgh is symmetric with respect to the first four indices, and the second four indices,
and interchange of the first four and the second four. The vertex Vˆabcefg is symmetric with respect
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to the first three indices, and the second three indices, and interchange of the first three and the
second three. The definitions in equations (34) and (36) are shown in figures 7 and 8.
= (6) = (9)
FIG. 7. The 6-point vertices M˜24 and Vˆ (represented by the box with the cross in it).
= (36) + (36) + (144)
FIG. 8. The 8-point vertex M˜44.
VI. RESULTS
We obtain the BS equations by substituting the definitions of the kernels, and the results for the
derivatives of the field variables with respect to the sources, into the master equations ((20) - (23)).
When performing these substitutions, one cannot of course ignore different permutations of indices,
but must include explicitly all terms. This makes the calculation prohibitively difficult to do by
hand and we therefore use a Mathematica program, which is discussed in section VII.
The boxes in this section represent the vertices M22, M˜24, M˜42 and M˜44, and the circles denote
Λ22, Λ24, Λ42 and Λ44.
A. M22 equation
Comparing equations (12) and (20), it it clear that the BS equation for the 4PI vertex M22 differs
from the corresponding 2PI one by the addition of one extra term (the last term on the right side
of (20)). From (17), the BS equation for M22 is obtained from the master equation in (20) by
multiplying by 4 and using an amputated R(2) derivative instead of the non-amputated one. The
new term in (18) is thus:
4
δVxyzw
δRab
Gxx′Gyy′Gzz′Gww′
δ2Φ
δVx′y′w′z′δGcd
=
1
24
M˜ab;xyzwGxx′Gyy′Gzz′Gww′Λx′y′z′w′;cd , (37)
where we have used (26), (28) and (34) in the last line. Note that the amputated derivative with re-
spect to the internal vertex introduces four internal propagators: δ/δVxyzw = Gxx′Gyy′Gzz′Gww′δ/δVx′y′w′z′ .
The full BS equation for the 4PI M22 vertex is represented in figure 9. The vertex M22 is coupled to
the vertex M24 which is calculated in the next section.
12
+12= +
1
24
FIG. 9. The BS equation for the vertex M22.
B. M24 equation
We start by rewriting the master equation (21) in the form:
0 =
δGxy
δRab
(2 · 4!)
δ2Φ
δGxyδVcdef
+
1
12
δVxywz
δRab
Gxx′Gyy′Gzz′Gww′ (4! · 4!)
δ2Φ
δVx′y′w′z′δVcdef
. (38)
The zero on the left side of this equation comes from (24). The amputated derivatives with respect
to functions with external indices (Rab and Vcdef) are obtained by multiplying on each side by
the appropriate number of inverse propagators, and the amputated derivative with respect to the
internal vertex brings with it the four internal propagators. We have also multiplied by an overall
factor (2 ·4!) = 1
12
(4! ·4!) for future convenience. We substitute the components of this equation from
the previous two sections using equations (26), (28), (32) and (34). We give the result schematically,
suppressing all indices:
0=
1
2
(2δ2 +G2M22)Λ24 +
1
12
1
2
M˜24G
4(−(24)G4 + Λ44) , (39)
= Λ24 +
1
2
M22G
2Λ24 − M˜24 +
1
24
M˜24G
4Λ44 ,
→ M˜24 = Λ24 +
1
2
M22G
2Λ24 +
1
24
M˜24G
4Λ44 .
Notice that although the inhomogeneous term comes from the first functional derivative in the master
equation, as was the case for the M22 equation, the left side of the BS equation now comes from the
second term. The equation has formally the standard BS form, and is shown in figure 10. Since the
kernel Λ44 contains disconnected pieces the form shown in figure 10 is somewhat miss-leading, but
one can show that even though the kernel Λ44 is disconnected, the BS vertex M24 is not. This is
discussed in more detail in section VIE.
+12= +
1
24
FIG. 10. The BS equation for the vertex M24.
C. M42 equation
The master equation for the vertex M42 is equation (22). The left side is given in (24) and can be
written more conveniently as:
24 lhs42abcd;ef = 24 lhs
42A
abcd;ef + 24 lhs
42B
abcd;ef , (40)
24 lhs42Aabcd;ef = 2(6)Gcd lhs
22
abef ,
24G−1aa′G
−1
bb′G
−1
cc′G
−1
dd′ lhs
42B
a′b′c′d′;ef = 2(4)G
−1
auG
−1
zw lhs
22
efuwGztVtbcd .
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We also use that the derivatives δG/δR(4) and δV/δR(4) can be divided into three pieces using
equations (33) and (35).
We consider first the part of the left side marked lhs42A in (40) and the pieces of each derivative
marked ‘disco’ in (33) and (35). Subsituting into the master equation and including an overall factor
(4!) we obtain from these terms:
2(6)Gcd lhs
22
abef = 2(6)Gcd
δGxy
δRab
δ2Φ
δGxyδGef
+ 2(6)Gcd
δVxyzw
δRab
δ2Φ
δVxywzδGef
. (41)
This result is just 2(6)Gcd times the BS equation for the 4-vertex Mabef , and is therefore identically
zero.
Next we look at the part of the left side marked lhs42B in (40) and the pieces of the derivatives
marked ‘1PR’ in (33) and (35). Subsituting into the amputated form of the master equation and
including an overall factor (4!) we obtain:
2(4)G−1aw2G
−1
z1w2
lhs22efw1w2Gz1z2Vz2bcd (42)
= 2(4)
δGxy
δRaz1
Gz1z2Vz2bcd
δ2Φ
δGxyδGef
+ 2(4)
δVxyzw
δRdz1
Gz1z2Vz2abc
δ2Φ
δVxywzδGef
,
→ 2(4)
[
−G−1aw2G
−1
z1w2
lhs22efw1w2 +
δGxy
δRaz1
δ2Φ
δGxyδGef
+
δVxyzw
δRdz1
δ2Φ
δVxywzδGef
]
Gz1z2Vz2bcd = 0 .
The quantity in square brackets is the amputated master equation that produces the 4-vertexMaz1ef
and is therefore identically zero.
Finally we collect the surviving terms and show they have the form of a BS equation. Collecting
the terms marked ‘surv’ in (33) and (35) and including an additional factor of 2 we have:
0 = 2M˜abcdz1z2Gz1xGz2y
δ2Φ
δGxyδGef
(43)
+
[
M˜abcdxyzw + (24)G
−1
axG
−1
by G
−1
cz G
−1
dw + (72)G
−1
axG
−1
by Vcdzw + (18)VabxyVcdzw + (16)G
−1
ax Vˆbcd;yzw
] δ2Φ
δVxywzδGef
.
We give below the form of the equation with indices suppressed, in order to see the structure. Using
equations (26), (27) and (28) we have
δ2Φ
δGxyδGef
→
1
4
(−(2)G−2 + Λ22) , (44)
δ2Φ
δVxywzδGef
→
1
2 · 4!
G4Λ42 ,
and substituting gives:
0 = 2M˜42G
21
4
(−(2)G−2 + Λ22) + 2
[
M˜44 + (24)G
−4 + (72)G−2V + (18)V 2 + (16)G−1Vˆ
] 1
2 · 4!
G4Λ42 .
(45)
Rearranging we can write
M˜42 = Λ42 + 2M˜42G
2 1
4
Λ22 + 2
[
M˜44 + (72)G
−2V + (18)V 2 + (16)G−1Vˆ
] 1
2 · 4!
G4Λ42 . (46)
Thus we find that for theM42 equation the left side of the BS equation comes from the first functional
derivative in the master equation, and the inhomogeneous term comes from the second functional
derivative. The result is shown in figure 11.
14
+12= +
1
24
+(6)12 +(3)
1
4 +(4)
1
6
FIG. 11. The BS equation for the vertex M42.
D. M44 equation
Once again, we start from the appropriate master equation (23) and divide the source derivatives
into three pieces. In this case it is easy to see that the terms marked ‘disco’ and ‘1PR’ cancel,
because the internal BS equation that is produced is the M24 equation for which the left side is zero
(see equation (24)). Substituting the kernels from equation (28), the surviving terms have the form:
4!G−1aa′G
−1
bb′G
−1
cc′G
−1
dd′ lhs
44
a′b′c′d′efgh = (GdR4)
surv
abcdxy
1
2 · 4!
Λxy;efgh (47)
+(V dR4)
surv
abcdxyzwGxx′Gyy′Gzz′Gww′
1
4! · 4!
(
− (24)G−1x′eG
−1
y′fG
−1
z′gG
−1
w′h + Λx′y′z′w′efgh
)
,
where the terms in the round bracket are produced when two functional derivatives with respect to
V act on the effective action, the first one coming from the BBALL diagram (see equation (28)).
Substituting the results for (V dR4)surv and (V dR4)surv from equations (33) and (35), and suppressing
indices and multiplying by an additional factor (24) we obtain:
− 4! · 4! ·
1
4!
G−4 =
1
2
M˜42G
2Λ24 + 4!
[
M˜44 + (24)G
−4 + · · ·
]
G4
1
4!4!
(−24G−4 + Λ44) . (48)
The terms in the square bracket come from (V dR4)surv. The first term in the square bracket, together
with the first term in the round bracket, provides the left side of the BS equation for the vertex M44.
The second term in the square bracket, with the first term in the round bracket, cancels the left side
of the master equation. The second term in the square bracket and the second term in the round
bracket give the bare kernel which provides the inhomogeneous term in the BS equation. Including
all terms and indices we obtain:
M˜44= Λ44 − (72)G
−1
ae G
−1
bf Vcdgh − (18)VabefVcdgh − (16)G
−1
ae Vˆbcd;fgh +
1
2
M˜abcd;z1z2Gz1z3Gz2z4Λz3z4;cdef (49)
+
1
4!
M˜abcd;z1z2z3z4Gz1w1Gz2w2Gz3w3Gz4w4Λw1w2w3w4efgh +
(6)
2
Vabz1w1Gz1z2Gw1w2Λcdz2w2efgh
+
(3)
4
Vabz1z2Vcdz3z4Gz1w1Gz2w2Gz3w3Gz4w4Λw1w2w3w4efgh +
(4)
6
Vˆabc;z1z2z3Gz1w1Gz2w2Gz3w3Λdw1w2w3efgh .
This result is shown in figure 12.
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=
+(6)12
−(72) − (18) − (16)
+(4)16+(3)
1
4
(−1)
(−1) (−1)
+ 124
+12
FIG. 12. The BS equation for the vertex M44. The lines with superscript (-1) represent inverse propagators that connect
indices on either side of the vertex.
E. Expansions
TheM44 equation derived in the previous section does not have the standard form of a BS equation
because it contains disconnected pieces. This is to be expected, since the kernel Λ44 also contains
disconnected pieces at all orders (see figure 6). Notice however that the equations for the vertices
M24 andM42 are connected, because the disconnected terms that enter through Λ44 andM44 are only
horizontally disconnected, and therefore do not generate disconnected terms in the BS equations for
M24 and M42.
We note also that the results for the vertices M24 and M42 in figures 10 and 11 do not appear to be
symmetric. As a further check of our equations, we have expanded theM24 andM42 equations to two
loop order and checked that the vertices are symmetric partners of each other: Mabcd;ef =Mef ;abcd.
The expanded M44 equation satisfies Mabcdefgh = Mefghabcd but it does contain a disconnected
piece, although this might cancel at the level of the 6PI effective action. The expansion of these
integral equations is done using a Mathematica program which is described in the next section.
VII. PROGRAM
The process of expanding integral equations is straightforward, but when dealing with a set of
coupled equations it becomes prohibitively tedious beyond 1-loop (or at most 2-loops). In this
section, we describe how it can be done using Mathematica.
The basic problem is that one must change the names of the dummy variables when performing a
substitution. Consider for example a simple integral equation containing one s-channel graph:
Vabcd = V
0
abcd +
1
2
V0abzum1zum2Gzum1zum3Gzum2zum4Vzum3zum4cd . (50)
In order to substitute the equation for V into itself, one must change the names of the dummy
variables. To perform a second substitution, one must change them again. In all but the most
trivial integral equations, many terms are generated which are copies of other diagrams with dif-
ferently named dummy variables. We have written a program to perform the substitutions and
combine terms that correspond to copies of the same diagram. This program is available on-line at
http://people.brandonu.ca/fuglebergt/files/2012/06/toRun-SH.nb. We describe below how the pro-
gram works. Further help can be obtained from any of the authors by email.
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The first section contains a list of allowed vertices. Additional vertices can be added by the user.
For example, if the following vectors are defined:
namee2 = {del, G} ,
namee3 = {U0, U} ,
namee4 = {V 0, V } ,
one can construct Feynman diagrams (like the ones represented in equation (50)) using propagators
G, 3-vertices U0 and U , and 4-vertices V0 and V . One can define vertices with 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8 legs.
The notation del is used for the delta function, and must always be included in the list namee2.
There are two sets of dummy indices that can be used. The canonical set is:
{zum1, zum2, zum3 · · · zum69} , (51)
and the second set is
{z1, z2, z3 · · · z69} . (52)
Allowed external variables are {a, b, c, d, · · ·m}.
When performing the first substitution, one uses a substitution rule in which the dummy variables
are shifted from the canonical set to the second set. For example, the first substitution of equation
(50) into itself produces:
Vabcd[step2] = V
0
abcd +
1
2
Gz1z3Gz2z4V
0
abz1z2V
0
z3z4cd (53)
+
1
4
Gz1z3Gz2z4Gzum1zum3Gzum2zum4V
0
abz1z2Vzum3zum4cdV
0
z3z4zum1zum2 .
One can check that all dummy variables appear twice using the module tallyCheck. For example,
tallyCheck[Vabcd[step2]] produces:
external variables are, {a, b, c, d} ,
dummy variables are, {z1, z2, z3, z4, zum1, zum2, zum3, zum4} .
For expressions involving large numbers of terms, tallyCheck checks 500 randomly selected terms,
and warns the user that only 500 terms have been checked.
The module shifterM shifts all dummy variables to members of the canonical set. For example,
shifterM[Vabcd[step2]] produces:
Vabcd[step3]= V
0
abcd +
1
2
Gzum1zum3Gzum2zum4V
0
abzum1zum2V
0
cdzum3zum4 (54)
+
1
4
Gzum1zum3Gzum2zum4Gzum5zum7Gzum6zum8V
0
abzum1zum2Vcdzum7zum8V
0
zum3zum4zum5zum6 .
Further substitutions can be performed in an interative manner.
For the simple example given above, this procedure is sufficient to obtain the correct topologies and
the correct symmetry factors. For more complicated integral equations however, another problem
arises. In order to understand the difficulty, consider the equation shown in figure 4 which contains
four diagrams with vertical bubbles (the 2nd, 3rd, 5th and 8th diagrams on the right side of the
figure). If this equation is expanded using the equation of motion for the vertex V (figure 2), a
diagram with two vertical bubbles is produced in both the first and second iterations. These terms
should be combined to obtain the correct symmetry factor, but the expansion process can produce
different dummy variables assignments. One must identify terms in the expansion which correspond
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to the same topology, which involves looking at different permutations of the dummy variables that
appear in the final expression. Beyond the 1- or 2-loop level this becomes impractical because the
factorials that result from looking at permutations are so large. Our method to handle this problem
is described below.
Consider the diagram in figure 13.
FIG. 13. An example of a diagram which can be produced with different dummy variable assignments.
Iterations can produce copies of this diagram of the form:
orig= Gzum1zum12Gzum10zum6Gzum11zum4Gzum13zum3Gzum14zum9Gzum2zum8Gzum5zum7 (55)
× Udzum13zum14Uzum1zum2zum3Vabzum11zum12Vczum4zum5zum6Vzum10zum7zum8zum9 ,
copy= Gzum1zum6Gzum10zum12Gzum11zum4Gzum13zum3Gzum14zum9Gzum2zum8Gzum5zum7
× Udzum13zum14Uzum10zum2zum3Vabzum11zum12Vczum4zum5zum6Vzum1zum7zum8zum9 .
The copy is the same as the original if one interchanges the dummy variables zum1 and zum10. We
need to get Mathematica to identify copies. We refer to this process as ‘tracking.’
The first step in tracking is to reduce the set of indices corresponding to each vertex. For example,
for 3-point vertices one uses the rule Uzum1zum2zum3 → Uzum1delzum3zum1delzum2zum1. We refer to this
procedure as ‘unUing.’ Although unUing reduces the number of dummy indices and makes the
permutation factors manageable, it also destroys all information about the order of the original set
of indices. For vertices which are symmetric with respect to all permutations of their indices this is
not a problem, but for BS vertices one has only symmetry with respect to permutations of indices
on either side of the semi-colon. At the end of this section we explain how to deal with this problem.
After unUing, the second step is to consider all permutations of the remaining dummy variables and
combine terms which are copies of each other. Finally, in order to perform the next iteration, one
must recover the form in which all vertex variables are specified. This can be done by keeping track
of which terms in the original expression survive in the final one. For the example above, if one
inputs: toTrack=orig + copy the output is:
TRACKED= 2Gzum1zum11Gzum10zum12Gzum13zum7Gzum14zum6Gzum2zum4Gzum3zum9Gzum5zum8
× Udzum5zum6Uzum2zum7zum8Vabzum3zum4Vczum10zum11zum9Vzum1zum12zum13zum14 , (56)
which shows that the two equivalent terms have been combined with a coefficient 2.
There are two additional sections to the program which are useful.
When expanding integral equations, one wants to truncate at some loop order. The module
loopOrderFunction separates a list of terms by the number of loops. The output is loop0, loop1, · · ·
loop11, and an error is printed if diagrams with more than 11 loops are present.
It is frequently useful to look at expressions in which terms that correspond to different permuta-
tions of external indices are combined. We refer to this process as ‘dumbing.’ The structure of this
problem is the same as when looking for equivalent permutations of internal indices. This section of
the program does not perform unUing automatically, but it can be done separately if the number
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of internal indices is large. In practice, unUing is usually necessary (depending on the number of
terms in the input expression) if the number of dummy variables is greater than four. We look at the
simple example of two 1-loop diagrams, one in the s-channel and one in the t-channel. The input is:
dumb =
1
2
Vabzum1zum2Gzum1zum3Gzum2zum4Vzum3zum4cd (57)
+
1
2
Vadzum1zum2Gzum1zum3Gzum2zum4Vzum3zum4cb .
The second term in this equation can be obtained from the first by exchanging b ↔ d. The output
of the program is:
DUMB =
1
2
am(2)Vadzum1zum2Gzum1zum3Gzum2zum4Vbczum3zum4 . (58)
The numerical factor that corresponds to the number of permutations of external legs that have
been combined is preserved in the factor am(2).
Now we discuss the issue of index ordering. The procedures we have described above will not give
the correct result unless it is true that all vertices are symmetric under all permutations of external
legs, and for Bethe-Salpeter vertices, this is not true.
First we consider external indices. The program that combines permutations of external legs
takes an input variable ‘symtype.’ If this variable is not defined, all possible permutations of the
external variables are considered. If the input is, for example, symtype=abXcd, dumb = · · · then
only permutations of the variables {ab} and {cd} are considered (but not permutations like a ↔ c
or b ↔ d). In the example discussed above, if we use symtype=abXcd the two terms in equation
(57) will not be combined, since they are b↔ d permutations of each other.
A long list of choices for symtype is possible (for example abXcdef, abcdXefgh, etc). In each case,
the program combines permutations of legs from indices on each side of the X, but not indices on
either side of the X. It is simple for the user to add additional choices for symtype if desired.
The problem of ordering is more serious when looking at permutations of internal indices. As
mentioned above, the unUing procedure is necessary to reduce the number of internal indices, but
it destroys the information about the order of the original set of indices, and different orderings of
internal indices are indistinguishable to the program. In the calculations done in this paper, we
have overcome this problem by assigning variables in alphabetic order in such a way that the correct
index order can be recovered. For example, the 6-vertex M˜zum1zum2zum3zum4;ef will emerge in the result
‘TRACKED’ as M˜efzum1zum2zum3zum4, but based on the original variable assignment it is easy to see
how to restore the proper order to the indices. This trick will work for any vertices in which the two
sets of indices on either side of the semi-colon are one set which contain only external variables and
one set which contains only dummy variables, which is always the case for BS equations.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We have written a Mathematica program which is useful generally for expanding and manipulating
integral equations. For example, a previous version of our program was used in Refs. [13, 14] to
compare the structure of the Schwinger-Dyson equations and the nPI equations of motion. In
this paper we have used the program to derive a coupled set of higher order BS equations for the
symmetric scalar φ4 theory at the level of the 4PI effective action. We have shown that this set of
equations, together with the equation of motion for the self-consistent vertex, is closed, and that
they have the right symmetry. The renormalizability of the 2PI effective theory depends on the use
of the 2PI BS equation, and we therefore expect that our 4PI Bethe-Salpeter equations will play an
important role in the proof of renormalizability of the 4PI effective theory. This work is in progress.
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Appendix A: Derivation of the functional derivative δV/δR
In this appendix we give some details of the calculation of the derivative δVxywz/δRab. We start
from
δ
δRab
Vxywz =
δ
δRab
(
G−1xx′G
−1
xx′G
−1
xx′G
−1
xx′V
c
x′y′w′z′
)
. (A1)
and separate the contributions from the derivative acting on the inverse propagators and the con-
nected vertex function. If the derivative acts only on the vertex function we have:
G−1xx′G
−1
yy′G
−1
ww′G
−1
zz′
δ
δRab
V cx′y′w′z′
= G−1xx′G
−1
yy′G
−1
ww′G
−1
zz′
δ
δRab
(
〈ϕx′ϕy′ϕw′ϕz′〉 − 〈ϕx′ϕy′〉〈ϕw′ϕz′〉 − 〈ϕx′ϕw′〉〈ϕy′ϕz′〉 − 〈ϕx′ϕz′〉〈ϕy′ϕw′〉
)
,
=
i
2
G−1xx′G
−1
yy′G
−1
ww′G
−1
zz′
(
〈ϕx′ϕy′ϕw′ϕz′ϕaϕb〉 −Gab〈ϕx′ϕy′ϕw′ϕz′〉 − (6)Gx′y′〈ϕaϕbϕw′ϕz′〉
+ 2(3)GabGx′y′Gwz
)
,
=
1
2
(
(8)Gaz1δbzVwxyz1 + (4)Gz3z4Gaz1Gbz2Vxz1z2z3Vwyzz4 + (6)Gz3z4Gaz1Gbz2Vxzz2z3Vwyz1z4
+Gaz1Gbz2Mz1z2;wxyz
)
. (A2)
Now we consider the contribution obtained when the derivative acts only on the inverse propagators.
To differentiate the inverse propagators we use:
δG−1ij
δRab
=
δG−1ij
δGmn
δGmn
δRab
, (A3)
with the result for δGmn/δRab given in equation (14) and the derivative of the inverse propagator
given by:
− 2
δG−1ij
δGmn
= G−1imG
−1
jn +G
−1
in G
−1
jm . (A4)
Using equations (14), (A3) and (A4) we obtain:
V cx′y′w′z′
δ
δRab
(
G−1xx′G
−1
xx′G
−1
xx′G
−1
xx′
)
= −
1
2
(
(8)Gaz1δbzVwxyz1 + (4)Gz3z4Gaz1Gbz2Vxz1z2z3Vwyzz4
)
.
.(A5)
Substituting the results in equations (A2) and (A5) into (A1) we obtain:
δ
δRab
Vxywz =
1
2
Gaz1Gbz2
(
Mz1z2;wxyz + (6)Gz3z4Vxzz2z3Vwyz1z4
)
. (A6)
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The amputated derivative can be written:
2
δ
δRab
Vxywz =
(
Vwxyzab + (6)Gz3z4Vxzz2z3Vwyab
)
= M˜ab;xyzw . (A7)
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